"Camp David"
3-31-63
Naval Photographic Center #1211-20

16mm, color, sof, 300' from first picture frame to last picture frame.

This film contains candid footage of President John F. Kennedy (JFK) and family relaxing at Camp David, Md. An instrumental soundtrack accompanies the footage of the First Family.

Abbreviations:  VO = Voice-over
                CU = Close-up
                MS = Medium shot
                LS = Long shot

Shot List
0'-58'  CU First Lady Jacqueline Kennedy (JBK) assists in saddling and harnessing of Caroline Kennedy's pony Macaroni as John F. Kennedy Jr. and Caroline look on. (The saddle was a gift from Hassan II King of Morocco)
59'-61'  John Jr., evidently upset, is consoled by nursemaid Maud Shaw CU.
62'-82'  JFK CU sits on bench with Paul Fay, Undersecretary of the Navy.
83'-155' CU Caroline mounts Macaroni and rides off into the field.
156'-190' CU Unidentified friend of Caroline's rides Macaroni through the field.
191'-199' CU Caroline rides Macaroni again.
200'-219' John Jr. CU is toppled by a racing puppy and begins to cry.
220'-234' John Jr. CU follows puppy while playing with piece of rope.
235'-241' CU Puppy plays with basketball on back lawn.
242'-296' CU Caroline and friend lead Macaroni into stable and tie the pony to a post before exiting themselves.
300'  Last picture frame.